Camp Roberts Hunting Event
September 4-6 and September 10-11 2019

Eligible Personnel:
Camp Roberts is open to the public for the hunting of Dove on September 4-6 and September 10-11 2019. Fishing is closed during this period.

Registration:
Registration is open by appointment only. Hunters are required to have a valid California Hunting License, valid Camp Roberts Hunting/Fishing Permit, and Upland Game validation at the time of entry.

Administrative Requirements:
Hunters and guests must have a valid U.S. Government/State issued Identification Card on their person at all times. In addition, hunters will also maintain Camp Roberts Annual Hunting/Fishing Permit, valid California Hunting License, and valid Upland Game Bird Validation on their person at all times.

Time and Location:
All participants are required to check in and out of Gate 1. Access to hunting areas begin at 0600. Hunting and shooting hours shall be from one-half hour before sunrise to one-half hour after sunset. Checkout is not later than one hour after sunset.

Game:
Participants may pursue and take approved game (Dove) as defined in current year’s State of California Hunting Regulations.

Safety and Environmental:
Approved hunting area maps, take information forms and other administrative information are provided to registered hunters during check-in. Only non-lead ammunition is authorized for hunting on Camp Roberts. All weapons brought onto Camp Roberts will be transported and stored in accordance with California State Law. All participants are reminded to pick up their expended shells, casings, and trash during this event.

Legal:
California Fish and Wildlife Enforcement Officers are actively involved with the Camp Roberts Hunting and Fishing Program and have full access to the entire facility. All participants are required to follow the State of California hunting and fishing guidelines and regulations and comply with Camp Roberts’ rules and policies while on Camp Roberts. Violations of any guidelines, regulation, rules, post procedures and/or policies may result in forfeiture of fees paid, a revocation of hunting privileges at Camp Roberts, and you may be subject to additional California State Law and federal law sanctions.

Contacts:
Submit all questions or concerns to Camp Roberts Hunting and Fishing at (805) 365-5090.